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ABSTRACT:
A Real-Time Photogrammetric Mapping System (RTPMS) is being developed at the U. S. Department of Energy's Remote Sensing
Laboratory. The RTPMS integrates a 4k by 4k color digital frame camera, a Position and Orientation System, and an Aerial Survey
Control Tool (ASCOT) navigation system, with the newly developed One-Path Photogrammetric Program (OPPP). It automatically
processes Digital Elevation Models (DEM), ortho-images, and contour lines on-board the acquisition platform and in real-time. The
OPPP has been successfully tested on various sources of digital image data, including scanned aerial photography from an RC-30
camera and digital imagery from a Digital Frame Camera (DFC). A laptop computer takes 12 minutes to process a single strip of
four models, producing an ortho-image, DEM, and contour line map, and only 42 minutes to process a block of three-strips of 12
models. An elevation precision of approximately 1/7,000 of the flight height has been achieved by the OPPP software. Hardware and
software integration has been completed and we are currently in the final stages of the development, i.e. testing and implementation
of the RTPMS in the air. Once tested, the RTPMS will be able to produce a mosaicked DEM, ortho-image map, and contour map,
on-board, in real-time, and without ground control or without operator intervention. Results from airborne testing will be presented
at the 20th ISPRS Congress. The next step of this endeavour is to incorporate the ability to transmit processed photogrammetric
products to the ground before the aircraft lands, and ultimately being able to mount the system on an unmanned aerial vehicle to
automatically generate photogrammetric products without operator intervention.
1. INTRODUCTION

2. DEVELOPMENT

State-of-the-art photogrammetry involves the use of image data
that are mostly in digital form acquired by cameras as well as
by a broad spectrum of other sensors, including optical, lidar,
radar, and interferometers. The data, which may be processed
automatically, are used for making maps and for military,
scientific, and industrial applications. The Remote Sensing
Laboratory of the Department of Energy (RSL/DOE) in Las
Vegas, Nevada, maintains some of these cutting-edge mapping
technologies. In support of the time-sensitive national
emergency response and consequence management missions at
the RSL/DOE, we are currently developing a Real-Time
Photogrammetric Mapping System (RTPMS). The RTPMS is a
system that can input digital image data (DID) from a digital
frame camera (DFC) directly into photogrammetric software for
automatic processing of digital elevation models (DEM), orthoimages, and contour lines, on-board the acquisition platform in
real-time. The ultimate goal of this development is to transmit
the photogrammetric products processed on-board to the ground
before the aircraft lands and eventually mount the system on an
unmanned aerial vehicle.

The RTPMS is being developed in three phases. During Phase
I, a pilot study was conducted to develop the real-time
photogrammetric processing software, called One-Path
Photogrammetric Program (OPPP). Phase II integrated the
OPPP software with a DFC, Position and Orientation System
(POS), and ASCOT navigation system. Phase III, the testing
and implementation of the RTPMS in the air, is currently
underway with a flight over a calibration range scheduled for
mid-May 2004.
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2.1 Phase I
In Phase I, we developed the OPPP software, a real-time
DEM/orthophoto processing program derived from several
programs that provide automatic functions, including interiorand exterior- orientation, DEM generation, ortho-image
rectification, contour-line generation, block adjustment, and
mosaicking with color balance. The size of the program, written
in C-plus, is about 3 MB and can be run on a standard PC with
disk space for the raw and processed imagery being the primary
resource requirement. OPPP requires a pre-defined flight plan
as input, in addition to camera calibration parameters and photo
position and orientation data. An ortho-rectified photo mosaic
of a single strip processed through OPPP is shown in Figure 1.
The mosaic on the left in Figure 1 was not color balanced while

the mosaic on the right was processed with OPPP’s automatic
color balancing feature.

orientation data are input into the OPPP and a DEM,
orthophoto, and contour map are generated for each model,
followed by a mosaic of the entire block.

Figure 2. The Spectrum Mapping, LLC 4096 × 4096 color
digital frame camera has two lenses with focal
lengths of 50 mm and 90 mm.
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Figure 1. Orthophoto mosaic generated by the OPPP software
using scanned RC-30 photographs. A & C – Color
unbalanced; B & D – Color balanced.
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During phase II the integration of the RTPMS hardware and
software components was completed and an assessment of the
OPPP software performance was conducted.
Hardware/Software Integration

Figure 3 outlines the general processing flow for the RTPMS. A
pre-defined flight plan is generated identifying flight lines and
photo numbers, with pre-determined photo-center locations.
The flight plan is input into the ASCOT. The ASCOT navigates
to each photo center and triggers the DFC at each predetermined photo-center according to the flight plan. Using
precise time, each photo is associated with position and
orientation parameters acquired by the POS. A real-time
smoothed best-estimate trajectory (SBET) is generated based on
the time-tagged photo events. A DLL version of POSEO
computes the orientation parameters (x, y, z, ω, φ, κ) for each
photo center and an orientation file is generated. The digital
image data, camera calibration parameters, and the position and
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As part of phase II, a 4k × 4k DFC with an exposure-time rate
of 1.5 seconds was acquired from Spectrum Mapping, LLC
(Figure 2). The DFC has a format of 4,096 x 4,096 pixels with a
pixel size of 9 micrometers and two lenses with focal lengths of
90-mm and 50-mm. In order to achieve the real-time processing
capability, the DFC and POS software were modified for
integration with the OPPP. The DFC acquisition software was
modified to output digital images directly in TIF format, and
incorporated a DLL version of the Applanix POSEO software.
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Figure 3. RTPMS general processing flow.

The hardware configuration is shown in Figure 4. The ASCOT
sends a trigger pulse through the Camera Controller (a 3-GHz
computer with 500 MB of RAM and two 68-GB removable
hard-drives) to the DFC. The DFC triggers a picture and sends a
signal to the ASCOT and the POS, simultaneously, using
precise time to relate each photo with the position and
orientation of the acquisition platform at the time of exposure.
All data is stored on the Camera Controller where the OPPP
resides. The OPPP processing is conducted on the Camera
Controller and output products are stored on one of the
removable hard drives.
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The newly developed OPPP has been successfully tested with
both scanned aerial photography from an RC-30 film camera
and DID from a DFC. Using scanned DID from RC-30
photographs, a single strip of five images (4 models) and a
block of three strips of 15 images (12 models) were tested.
Together with orientation data from the POS, and without
ground control or operator intervention, the OPPP produced a
mosaicked DEM, ortho-image map, and contour map. Figure 6
shows the contour map generated for the three-strip block. On a
laptop computer, processing of the single strip of four models
took 12 minutes and the processing of the block of three strips
of 12 models completed in 42 minutes.
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Figure 4. Hardware integration of the OPPP with the DFC,
POS, and ASCOT.
Figure 5 is the integrated RTPMS as designed for installation in
a B-200 fixed-wing aircraft. The figure shows the 4k x 4k
digital camera mounted together with an Initial Measurement
Unit (IMU) on a PAV-20 mount for the RC-30 camera base.
The electronics rack holds the camera and the POS controllers.

Figure 6. Contour map generated from a block of three strips
with 15 images. Contour interval is 1 meter.
Aerial photographs were taken at a calibration range by an RC30 camera (6-inch lens) with a POS device at a flight height of
3,000 feet above ground level. The ground-targeted control
points within the calibration range have a 2-cm relative
precision and a 25-cm accuracy relative to the WGS-84
Geodetic reference system. The POS has a precision of 20 arc
seconds for the roll and pitch, and 30 arc seconds for the yaw.
A total of 13 ground-control points of the calibration range
were within the area encompassed by the single strip test.
Results from the 13 ground control points are given in Table 1.

Ground Coordinates (in cm)
Arithmetic Mean Error
Absolute Mean Error
RMS Error

X
-8.6
10.2
9.8

Y
-17.7
17.7
9.6

Height
-6.0
12.2
16.1

Table 1. Comparison of processed data from a single strip with
13 target points on the calibration range.
Figure 5 Integrated RTPMS consisting of a DFC, POS, PAV-20
mount and a computer with the OPPP software.

For the three-strip test, 36 ground-control points measured on
the OPPP-generated DEM were compared with the

corresponding 36 ground-control points from the calibration
range. Results for the three-strip block are provided in Table 2.

Ground Coordinates (in cm)
Arithmetic Mean Error
Absolute Mean Error
RMS Error

X
-0.8
14.6
18.0

Y
-0.1
7.7
10.1

Height
-22.2
22.3
13.4

Table 2. Comparison of processed data from 3 strips with 36
target points on the calibration range.

2.3 Phase III
Phase III, the testing and implementation of the RTPMS in the
air, is in progress. A test will be conducted over the calibration
range described above in order to provide an accurate
assessment of the results. The test will consist of four flightlines, as shown in Figure 8, flown in opposite directions, with
five images in each strip. It is planned to use the 90-mm lens to
collect imagery at a photo scale of 1:18,000. Thirty-three
targeted ground control points will be used for the evaluation
and the results will be presented at the ISPRS 20th Congress.

The statistics given in tables 1 and 2 show that the elevation
measurements have a precision of approximately 1/7,000 of the
flight height. Accuracy was also assessed by comparing more
than 20 million points of DEM data processed from the OPPP
with DEM data of the calibration range. 68.3% of the elevation
differences are better than 16 cm, and 90% have elevation
differences of 27.5 cm. These test results indicate that the OPPP
has a processing accuracy within the accuracy of the groundtargeted points of the calibration range.
In a separate experiment using DID from the 4k x 4k DFC, a
block of 5 strips comprised of 65 images was used to evaluate
OPPP. Automatic processing of the DEM, orthophotos, and
contour lines required 150 minutes on the same laptop computer
but only 75 minutes on a PC with a 3-GHz processor. The
ortho-image map generated by OPPP from the 65 digital images
is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8. Flight plan with four strips of 25 images to be tested.
Image scale will be 1:18,000.
3. CONCLUSIONS
Upon completion of Phase III, a RTPMS that inputs digital
image data from a digital frame camera directly into
photogrammetric software, processes DEM orthophotos and
contour lines on the aircraft in real time without ground-control
points or operator intervention will come to fruition. This
development will prove to be a landmark achievement for the
photogrammetric mapping community.
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